DISTANCE LEARNING PACKET

4TH GRADE

ELA
ELA Grammar

Week 2 Day 1
Daily Dose of Grammar  Day 166

Week 2 Day 2
Daily Dose of Grammar  Day 167

Week 2 Day 3
Daily Dose of Grammar  Day 168

Week 2 Day 4
Daily Dose of Grammar  Day 169

Week 2 Day 5
Daily Dose of Grammar  Day 170
Spelling:
When a word has a short vowel right before “ge” use “dge.”
The “d” blocks the “e” from making the vowel long.
Write “ge” or “dge”:
1. ca_______ 5. e________
2. ba_______ 6. hln_______
3. wa_______ 7. he_______
4. hu_______ 8. le_______

Word of the week:
**vilify**
to slander or spread negative information about

Example:
The paper vilified the man for his opinions.

Skill: Rise or Raise
Use rise if it moves upward by itself. Use raise when something lifts it.
Write rise or raise:
1. Did you watch the sun _______________?
2. The class did not _______________ enough money for the trip.
3. My parents _______________ their voice when I disobey.
4. If it rains the river will _______________ and overflow.

Information Skills
A thesaurus is book of words and their synonyms. Use a thesaurus to find a new word for each word.
1. quickly ____________
2. wet ____________
3. yummy ____________

Parts of Speech:
Gerund: a verb with -ing that acts as a noun naming an activity (not a person or thing).
Underline or write the gerund in each sentence.
1. Jogging is a hobby I enjoy.
2. Juan quit running a year ago.
3. I look forward to helping you feed the pigs.
4. Todd avoids using pens on the homework he writes.

Fix It!
1. she asked what time do the movie start

2. is you going to be vary late
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Spelling:
When a word has a short vowel right before “ge” use “dge.”
The “d” blocks the “e” from making the vowel long.
Write “ge” or “dge”:
1. sle_________  5. ri_________
2. we_________  6. do_________
3. plun_________  7. mer_________
4. lar_________  8. for_________

Word of the week:

vilify

to slander or spread negative information about

Example:
After the argument, he vilified his friend by spreading untrue rumors.

Skill: Rise or Raise

Use rise if it moves upward by itself. Use raise when something lifts it.
Write rise(s) or raise(s):
1. Hot air _____________
2. _____________ your hand if you have a question.
3. He _____________ out of bed early each morning.
4. They boy likes to _____________ the flag.

Information Skills

A thesaurus is book of words and their synonyms. Use a thesaurus to find a new word for each word.
1. good _____________
2. smart _____________
3. big _____________

Parts of Speech:

Gerund: a verb with -ing that acts as a noun naming an activity (not a person or thing).
Underline or write the gerund in each sentence.
1. Devan was punished for cheating.
2. Her favorite sport is swimming.
3. The judges called my playing marvelous.
4. Writing is an important skill.

Fix It!
1. she telled us to brang it to class
2. we hopes to get alot of candy on halloween.
Spelling:
When a word has a short vowel right before “ge” use “dge.”
The “d” blocks the “e” from making the vowel long.
Write “ge” or “dge”:
1. gor_________ 5. gru_________
2. ran_________ 6. chan________
3. bu_________ 7. stran________
4. fu_________ 8. bul________

Word of the week: **vilify**
to slander or spread negative information about
Example:
The news show vilified the man for his comments.

Skill: Rise or Raise
Use rise if it moves upward by itself. Use raise when something lifts it.
Write rise(s) or raise(s):
1. I ___________ chickens on a farm.
2. We ___________ from bed each morning.
3. My boss ___________ my salary each year.
4. I want to ___________ my children in a small town.

Information Skills
A thesaurus is book of words and their synonyms. Use a thesaurus to find a new word for each word.
1. friend ___________
2. simple ___________
3. small ___________

Parts of Speech:
Gerund: a verb with –ing that acts as a noun naming an activity (not a person or thing).
Underline or write the gerund in each sentence.
1. We gave our permission in writing.
2. The class practiced running on Wednesday.
3. Her singing is bothering my ears.
4. For most rabbits, running is a way to escape.

Fix It!
1. Yesterday, mrs smith readed us a poem called sunset.
   _______________________
2. she had the most big feet in the hole class.
   _______________________
Spelling:
When a word has a short vowel right before “ge” use “dge.”
The “d” blocks the “e” from making the vowel long.
Write “ge” or “dge”:
1. challen
2. arran
3. ju
4. nu
5. exchan
6. reven
7. smu
8. oran

Word of the week: **vilify**
*to slander or spread negative information about*
Example:
The store was vilified for raising their prices.

Skill: Rise or Raise
Use *rise* if it moves upward by itself. Use *raise* when something lifts it.
Write *rise(s)* or *raise(s)*:
1. My teacher gave me extra work to **rise** my grade.
2. We will **rise** to the mountain top.
3. Prices usually **rise** during the winter.
4. Pull the rug out when I **raise** the table.

Information Skills
A thesaurus is a book of words and their synonyms. Use a thesaurus to find a new word for each word.
1. help
2. cold
3. precipitation

Parts of Speech:
Gerund: a verb with –ing that acts as a noun naming an activity (not a person or thing).
Underline or write the gerund in each sentence.
1. Allison does the gardening.
2. Dancing takes many forms.
3. Stretching takes a lot of time.
4. The best move in a ballet is leaping.

Fix It!
1. we seen him eat a apple
   _______________________
2. We havent no more candy
   _______________________
Spelling:
Write “ge” or “dge”:
1. ba_________  5. stran_________
2. lar_________  6. do_________
3. ri_________  7. fu_________
4. chan_________  8. challen_________

Word of the week: vilify
Use this word in a sentence:

Skill: Rise or Raise
Use rise if it moves upward by itself. Use raise when something lifts it.
Write rise(s) or raise(s):
1. If you have a question, please __________ your hand.
2. Please __________ for the national anthem.
3. Hot air balloons __________ in the sky.
4. The store always __________ prices.

Information Skills
A thesaurus is a book of words and their synonyms. Use a thesaurus to find a new word for each word.
1. sleep ___________
2. pretty ___________
3. cry ___________

Parts of Speech:
Gerund: a verb with –ing that acts as a noun naming an activity (not a person or thing).
Underline or write the gerund in each sentence.
1. The darkness kept us from finishing.
2. Rising with the sun did not seem fun to him.
3. His dancing is known to everyone.
4. One of his best skills was swimming.

Fix It!
1. Jake have to ride his bike every Tuesday.
2. I would rather ate peas then beans
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Week 3 Day 1
Daily Dose of Grammar Day 171

Week 3 Day 2
Daily Dose of Grammar Day 172

Week 3 Day 3
Daily Dose of Grammar Day 173

Week 3 Day 4
Daily Dose of Grammar Day 174

Week 3 Day 5
Daily Dose of Grammar Day 175